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Abstract
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1. Introduction

Consider the one-dimensional Schrödinger equation

−ψ ′′(k, x)+ V (x)ψ(k, x)= k2ψ(k, x), x ∈ R, (1.1)

where the potentialV is real valued and belongs toL1
1(R), the set of measurable

potentials such that
∫∞
−∞ dx (1 + |x|)|V (x)| is finite. In our notation, the prime

denotes the derivative with respect to the spatial variablex, C+ is the upper-half
complex plane,R− := (−∞,0), andR+ := (0,+∞). For a given subsetJ of R,
we will useV |J to denote the fragment ofV supported onJ , i.e.,

V |J (x) :=
{
V (x), x ∈ J,
0, x /∈ J.

Recall [1–6] that the scattering solutions of (1.1) are asymptotic to linear
combinations ofe±ikx as x → −∞ and x → +∞, and they occur for all
k ∈ R\{0}. Among such solutions are the Jost solution from the left,f1(k, x),
and the Jost solution from the right,fr(k, x), satisfying the boundary conditions

e−ikxfl(k, x)= 1+ o(1), e−ikxf ′
l (k, x)= ik + o(1), x → +∞,

eikxfr(k, x)= 1+ o(1), eikxf ′
r (k, x)= −ik+ o(1), x → −∞.

From the spatial asymptotics

fl(k, x)= eikx

T (k)
+ L(k)e−ikx

T (k)
+ o(1), x→ −∞, (1.2)

fr(k, x)= e−ikx

T (k)
+ R(k)eikx

T (k)
+ o(1), x → +∞, (1.3)

we obtain the scattering coefficients, namely, the transmission coefficientT , and
the reflection coefficientsL andR, from the left and right, respectively. We have

R(k)T (k)∗ = −L(k)∗T (k), k ∈ R, (1.4)

where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation.
The bound-state solutions decay exponentially asx → ±∞, and they can

occur only at certaink values on the positive imaginary axis inC+. The number
of bound states is finite, and we useN to denote that number. We let the bound
states occur atk = iκj with 0< κ1 < · · · < κN . Each bound state atk = iκj is
simple, i.e., there is only one linearly independent bound-state solution of (1.1)
at k = iκj . The bound-state norming constantsclj from the left andcrj from the
right, respectively, are defined as

clj :=
[ ∞∫

−∞
dx fl(iκj , x)

2

]−1/2

, crj :=
[ ∞∫

−∞
dx fr(iκj , x)

2

]−1/2

,
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and they are related to each other via the residues ofT as

Res(T , iκj )= ic2
ljγj = i c

2
rj

γj
, (1.5)

where theγj are the dependency constants defined as

γj := fl(iκj , x)

fr(iκj , x)
, x ∈ R. (1.6)

Recall [2] that whenβ ∈ (0,+∞), the quantity 1/T (iβ) is real and continuous,
has simple zeros atβ = κj , and behaves like 1+ O(1/β) as β → +∞.
Thus, (−1)NT (iβ) > 0 when β ∈ (0, κ1), T (iβ) > 0 when β > κN , and
(−1)N−j+1T (iβ) > 0 whenβ ∈ (κj−1, κj ) for j = 2, . . . ,N . Hence, with the
help of (1.5), it is seen thatγj = (−1)N−j crj /clj .

It is already known [1–6] thatV is uniquely determined by either the left
scattering data{R, {κj }, {clj }} or by the right scattering data{L, {κj }, {crj }}.
Given {|R|, {κj }}, we can constructT explicitly (e.g., see Lemma 2.5 of [2]).
Then, when{R, {κj }} is known, from (1.5) it follows that there is a one-to-
one correspondence between each left norming constantclj and the dependency
constantγj ; similarly, given {L, {κj }}, eachcrj determinesγj uniquely and
vice versa. Hence,V is uniquely determined by either{R, {κj }, {γj }} or
{L, {κj }, {γj }}.

We are interested in the following inverse problem. Suppose we know one
reflection coefficient, the bound-state energies−κ2

j , and the potentialV on a finite
interval I of positive length. We may also know some but not all of the bound-
state norming constants. In other words, we are missing the full information on
the norming constants for a unique determination of the potential, and we would
like to know if knowledge ofV on I compensates for the missing information on
the norming constants. We wish to find out if our data determines the potential
uniquely on the entire line or if there are two or more potentials corresponding to
our data. Clearly, if there are no bound states,V is uniquely determined byR or
L even without knowing a fragment of the potential. Hence, our inverse problem
has relevance only in the presence of bound states.

If the interval in which the potential is known is a half line, then we already
know [7–13] the answer to our question; namely, ifV |R+ andR are known,
then V is uniquely determined without the bound-state information. In fact,
the bound-state energies and norming constants are uniquely determined by
{R,V |R+}. On the other hand,V is not uniquely determined by{L,V |R+} alone.
However, if we knowL and all the bound-state energies, then we can construct the
correspondingR (e.g., see Lemma 2.5 of [2]). Thus,V is uniquely determined by
{L,V |R+, {κj }}. In a similar way,V is uniquely determined by{L,V |R−} without
the bound-state information, and in fact, the bound-state energies and norming
constants are uniquely determined by{L,V |R−}; however,V is not uniquely
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determined by{R,V |R−} alone, but is uniquely determined by{R,V |R−, {κj }}.
Therefore, our inverse problem needs to be studied only when our interval is finite.

In this paper we analyze and solve our inverse problem when only one norming
constant is missing from the scattering data. If the data lacks two or more norming
constants, the problem is still open; in that case, it would be desirable either to
produce an example where infinitely many distinct potentials correspond to the
same scattering data or to prove that there can only be a finite number of such
potentials and to determine an upper bound for that number.

Let us say a few words about the existence aspect of our inverse problem.
Clearly, we must expect a severe restriction on the fragment of the potential
contained in our data. We cannot specify that fragment arbitrarily, and in general a
solution to our inverse problem does not exist. In our paper, we are only interested
in the uniqueness aspect of our inverse problem; namely, we assume that there
exists at least one potential corresponding to our data and we would like to find
out if there are more than one.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we consider the scattering
data consisting of one reflection coefficient, knowledge of the potential on a finite
interval I , all the bound-state energies, and all the norming constants except
one; we show that a missing norming constant in our data can cause at most
a double nonuniqueness in the determination of the potential. In Section 3 we
analyze in detail the uniqueness and nonuniqueness when our data lacks only the
norming constant corresponding to the lowest-energy bound state; we give the
necessary and sufficient conditions on the scattering data so that it corresponds
to two distinct potentials, and we also determine the corresponding dependency
constants and those two potentials. In Section 4 we illustrate, with explicit
examples, various cases of the uniqueness and nonuniqueness.

2. Nonuniqueness in the general case

When exactly one norming constant is missing from our data, as the next
theorem shows, there can be at most two distinct potentials corresponding to that
data.

Theorem 2.1. LetV be a real-valued potential belonging toL1
1(R), and consider

the scattering data consisting of one reflection coefficient, all theN bound-state
energies, knowledge ofV on a finite intervalI of positive length, andN−1 of the
bound-state norming constants. Then, besidesV , there can be at most one other
potential corresponding to this scattering data.

Proof. Without loss of generality it is enough to give the proof when our data
consists ofR(k) for k ∈ R, theN constantsκj , knowledge ofV |I , andN − 1
norming constants. Let us use the superscript[0] to indicate the quantities
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associated with the potentialV [0] that is obtained fromV by removing all the
N bound states. Note [2] thatV [0] ∈ L1

1(R) and it can uniquely be constructed
from the corresponding right reflection coefficientR[0] that is given by

R[0](k)= (−1)N
(

N∏
j=1

k − iκj
k + iκj

)
R(k).

The transmission coefficientT [0] corresponding toV [0] can be uniquely con-
structed [2] from|R(k)| alone, and we have

T [0](k)=
(

N∏
j=1

k − iκj
k + iκj

)
T (k). (2.1)

Define

αj := 2(−1)j−1κj

c2
lj

(
N∏
m�=j

κm + κj
κm − κj

)
T [0](iκj ), j = 1,2, . . . ,N. (2.2)

From (1.5), (2.1), and (2.2), it follows that

αj = |γj | = (−1)N−j γj = (−1)N−j Res(T , iκj )

ic2
lj

= (−1)N−j ic2
rj

Res(T , iκj )
, j = 1, . . . ,N. (2.3)

Thus, in our data, for each fixedj , we can use any one ofclj , crj , αj , andγj
interchangeably. So, instead of thej th norming constant, we can simply useαj in
our analysis. In fact, eachαj acts as a dependency constant (cf. (1.6)) in the sense
that

αj = f
[j ]
l (iκj , x)

f
[j ]
r (iκj , x)

, x ∈ R, (2.4)

where f [j ]
l and f [j ]

r are the Jost solutions from the left and from the right,
respectively, for the potentialV [j ]; here{V [j ]}Nj=0 is the sequence of potentials

given in Theorem 3.6 of [2]. Note thatV [N] = V and thatV [j ] is obtained from
V [j−1] by adding the bound state atk = iκj .

Define

ωj (x) := (−1)j+1f
[0]
l (iκj , x)+ αjf [0]

r (iκj , x), j = 1, . . . ,N, (2.5)

and letΓ (k, x) be theN ×N matrix whose entries are defined as

Γ2j−1,s(k, x) := κ2j−2
s ωs(x), Γ2j,s(k, x) := κ2j−2

s ω′
s (x).

Let us use the absolute value bars to denote the matrix determinant. We have [2]
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V (x)= V [0](x)− 2
d

dx

[ |Γ (x)|′
|Γ (x)|

]
, x ∈ R. (2.6)

Now let us assume that our data contains all the dependency constants except
one, namelyαm. In view of (2.5) and (2.6), we need to determine how many
distinct positiveαm values can be found in such a way that

V (x)= V [0](x)− 2
d

dx

[ |Γ (x)|′
|Γ (x)|

]
, x ∈ I. (2.7)

When we replaceωm(x) by f [0]
r (iκm, x) in Γ (x), let us denote the resulting

matrix byA(x). Similarly, let B(x) denote the matrix obtained fromΓ (x) by
replacingωm(x) by (−1)m+1f

[0]
l (iκm, x). As seen from (2.5) we have

Γ (x)= αmA(x)+B(x). (2.8)

The elements in the first row ofA(x) are eigenfunctions of the Schrödinger
equation with distinct eigenvalues, and hence they are linearly independent onR.
The same property holds also for the elements in the first row ofB(x) and in
the first row ofΓ (x). Consequently, none of|A(x)|, |B(x)|, and |Γ (x)| can
vanish identically on the intervalI . In fact, becauseV [0] has no bound states,
for any 1� j �N we havef [0]

l (iκj , x) > 0 andf [0]
r (iκj , x) > 0 onR; by using

induction (cf. pp. 179–180 of [2]) one can prove that these three determinants are
strictly positive forx ∈ R.

By letting

G(x) := −1

2

[
V (x)− V [0](x)

]
,

we write (2.7) as

G(x)|Γ (x)|2 = |Γ (x)|′′ − (|Γ (x)|′)2, x ∈ I. (2.9)

Let us suppress thex-dependence in the rest of the proof. From (2.5) and (2.6),
we see that|A|′ is equal to the determinant of the matrix that is obtained by taking
the derivative of only the last row ofA; similar remarks also apply to|A|′′ and to
|B|′, |Γ |′, and their derivatives. With the help of (2.8), we can write (2.9) as(

G|A|2 − |A|′′|A| + (|A|′)2)α2
m

+ (
2G|A||B| + 2|A|′|B|′ − |A|′′|B| − |A||B|′′)αm

+ (
G|B|2 − |B|′′|B| + (|B|′)2)= 0, x ∈ I. (2.10)

Let us analyze (2.10) as a quadratic equation inαm where the coefficients
depend onx ∈ I . It has at most two distinct positive solutions (that are
independent ofx ∈ I ) unless the coefficients are identically zero for allx ∈ I ,
in which case (2.7) would hold for allαm > 0 and there would be infinitely
many distinct potentials corresponding to our data. We prove below that this is
not possible.
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If the coefficients in (2.10) vanished for allx ∈ I , since|A(x)|> 0, |B(x)|> 0,
and|Γ (x)|> 0, we would have forx ∈ I

G= |A|′′
|A| −

( |A|′
|A|

)2

=
( |A|′

|A|
)′
,

2G= |A|′′
|A| + |B|′′

|B| − 2
|A|′|B|′
|A||B| =

( |A|′
|A|

)′
+
( |B|′

|B|
)′

+
( |A|′

|A| − |B|′
|B|

)2

,

G= |B|′′
|B| −

( |B|′
|B|

)2

=
( |B|′

|B|
)′
,

which, with the help of (2.9), would imply that

G=
( |Γ |′

|Γ |
)′

=
( |A|′

|A|
)′

=
( |B|′

|B|
)′
,

|A|′
|A| = |B|′

|B| , x ∈ I. (2.11)

The second equation in (2.11) would imply that|A| and|B| are linearly dependent
onI , and this would mean that, for some constantc, the matrixA−cB would have
zero determinant for allx ∈ I . However, this is impossible because the entries in
the first row ofA− cB are eigenvectors of the Schrödinger operator with distinct
eigenvalues and hence are linearly independent onI . Thus, (2.10) can at most
have two distinct positive roots.✷

3. Characterization of the nonuniqueness

Let us use the notation introduced below (2.4); namely,f
[j ]
l andf [j ]

r denote
the Jost solutions for the potentialV [j ] obtained fromV [j+1] by removing the
bound state atk = iκj+1, whereV [N] := V . In terms of theαj appearing in (2.2)–
(2.4), let us define

g[j ](x) := f [j−1]
l (iκj , x)+ αjf [j−1]

r (iκj , x), j = 1, . . . ,N. (3.1)

Note that g[j ](x) > 0 on R for any αj � 0 because it is known [2] that

f
[j−1]
l (iκj , x) > 0 and f [j−1]

r (iκj , x) > 0 on R. According to the Darboux
transformation formulas [2,5] we have

V [j ](x)= −V [j−1](x)− 2κ2
j + 2

(
g[j ] ′(x)
g[j ](x)

)2

, j = 1, . . . ,N, x ∈ R.

(3.2)

Thus, we can unambiguously define the (nonnegative and real-valued) quantities

Λ[j ](x) := 1√
2

√
V [j ](x)+ V [j−1](x)+ 2κ2

j , j = 1, . . . ,N. (3.3)
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In Theorem 2.1 we have seen that a missing norming constant in our data can
cause at most a double nonuniqueness. We will now analyze how this happens
when the norming constant missing in our data corresponds to the lowest-energy
bound state.

Theorem 3.1. AssumeV is real valued, belongs toL1
1(R), and hasN bound states

at k = iκj with 0< κ1< · · ·< κN . Consider the scattering data consisting of one
reflection coefficient, knowledge ofV on a finite intervalI of positive length, all
theN bound-state energies, and all theN norming constants except for the one
corresponding to theN th bound state. Then, eitherV is the only potential onR
corresponding to this data, or there is exactly one other such potential; the latter
happens if and only if all the following four conditions are satisfied:

(i) V |I ≡ V [N−1]|I .
(ii) V |I (x) is constant.
(iii) V |I (x) >−κ2

N .
(iv) The quantitiesαN;± given in(3.10)are finite and strictly positive at any one

particular x value inI .

When(i)–(iv) are satisfied, the two potentials corresponding to the aforemen-
tioned scattering data are given by

V (x;αN;±)= −V [N−1](x)− 2κ2
N

+ 2

(
f

[N−1] ′
l (iκN, x)+ αN;±f [N−1] ′

r (iκN, x)

f
[N−1]
l (iκN, x)+ αN;±f [N−1]

r (iκN, x)

)2

, x ∈ R.

(3.4)

Proof. Our data uniquely determines (see, e.g., Theorems 3.3 and 3.6 of [2])
the potentialsV [j ] on R for 0 � j � N − 1. Because of (2.3), we can use
αN as the missing dependency constant in our data. There can be at most two
distinct potentials corresponding to the two possible distinct positive values
of αN , sayαN;±, and let us denote the corresponding potentials byV [N;±]. Thus,
V [N;±] ≡ VI on I even thoughV [N;+] �≡ V [N;−] on R. Then, as seen from (3.3),
our data uniquely determinesΛ[N] on I , even though there can be two distinct
Λ[N] on R.

Using (3.1) and (3.3), from (3.2) we get

[
Λ[N](x)

]2 =
(
f

[N−1] ′
l (iκN, x)+ αNf [N−1] ′

r (iκN, x)

f
[N−1]
l (iκN, x)+ αNf [N−1]

r (iκN, x)

)2

, x ∈ I. (3.5)

Note that (3.5) is a quadratic equation inαN with the x-dependent coefficients.
We can write the two solutionsαN;± of (3.5) as
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αN;± = f
[N−1] ′
l (iκN , x)∓Λ[N](x)f [N−1]

l (iκN, x)

−f [N−1] ′
r (iκN, x)±Λ[N](x)f [N−1]

r (iκN, x)
, x ∈ I. (3.6)

For the nonuniqueness we must haveαN;± finite, positive, distinct, and indepen-
dent ofx. Differentiating the right-hand side of (3.6) with respect tox and setting
the result to zero, after some simplifications, we obtain[

V [N−1](x)+ κ2
N −Λ[N](x)2 ∓Λ[N] ′(x)

]
× [
f [N−1]

r (iκN, x);f [N−1]
l (iκN, x)

]= 0, x ∈ I, (3.7)

where[F ;G] := FG′ − F ′G denotes the Wronskian. Note that the Wronskian
in (3.7) is equal (see, e.g., [2,4,5]) to−2κN/T [N−1](iκN), which is a negative
constant. Thus, from (3.7) we get

Λ[N](x)2 − V [N−1](x)− κ2
N = ∓Λ[N] ′(x), x ∈ I. (3.8)

Using (3.3) we can write (3.8) as

1

2

[
V [N](x)− V [N−1](x)

]= ∓Λ[N] ′(x), x ∈ I. (3.9)

Note thatκN , Λ[N] on I , and V [N−1](x) on R are all uniquely determined
by our data, and hence the left-hand side in (3.9) is uniquely specified. Thus,
the two equations in (3.8) specified by the sign∓ cannot simultaneously be
satisfied unlessΛ[N] ′(x) ≡ 0 on I . However, in that case (3.9) implies that
V [N] ≡ V [N−1] on I . Thus, (i) is proved. There are now two possibilities: either
Λ

[N]
I (x) is identically zero or a positive constant. In either case, we see from

(3.8) and (i) that (ii) is also proved. From (3.6) we getαN;+ = αN;− if and
only if Λ[N]

I (x)[f [N−1]
r (iκN, x);f [N−1]

l (iκN, x)] = 0; however, the Wronskian
on the left-hand side is a negative constant, and henceαN;+ = αN;− if and only
if Λ[N]

I (x) ≡ 0. Thus, for the nonuniqueness to occur,Λ
[N]
I cannot be zero and

instead it must be a positive constant. Then, however, with the help of (i), (ii), and
(3.8), we see that (iii) must hold for the nonuniqueness. Thus, the nonuniqueness
occurs whenV |I +κ2

N is a positive constant onI , in which case from (3.6) we get

αN;± =
f

[N−1] ′
l (iκN , x)∓

√
V |I + k2

N f
[N−1]
l (iκN , x)

−f [N−1] ′
r (iκN, x)±

√
V |I + k2

N f
[N−1]
r (iκN, x)

, x ∈ I, (3.10)

where the right-hand side is independent ofx and can be evaluated at anyx ∈ I .
Note that we do not have to requireαN;+ �= αN;− because this is automatically
satisfied when (i)–(iii) are satisfied. Finally, (3.4) is obtained from (3.1) and (3.2)
with j =N by replacingαN with αN;±, which are the constants in (3.10).✷
Proposition 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem3.1, suppose(i)–(iv) are
satisfied so that there are two distinct potentials corresponding to the scattering
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data. Assume further thatV [N−1] is evenly symmetric with respect to the midpoint
a of the intervalI . Then we have the following:

(i) TheαN;± given in(3.10)satisfyαN;+αN;− = e−4κNa .
(ii) The two potentialsV (x;αN;±) corresponding to the scattering data stated in

Theorem3.1satisfyV (x;αN;+)= V (2a − x;αN;−) for all x ∈ R.

Proof. From (3.10) we get

αN;+αN;− = [f [N−1]′
l (ikN, x)]2 − (V |I + k2

N)[f [N−1]
l (ikN, x)]2

[f [N−1]′
r (ikN, x)]2 − (V |I + k2

N)[f [N−1]
r (ikN, x)]2

, x ∈ I.

(3.11)

WhenV [N−1](x)= V [N−1](2a − x) for x ∈ R, we have

f
[N−1]
l (k, x)= e2ikaf [N−1]

r (k,2a− x),
f

[N−1] ′
l (k, x)= −e2ikaf [N−1] ′

r (k,2a − x), x ∈ R, (3.12)

and hence, in particular

f
[N−1]
l (k, a)= e2ikaf [N−1]

r (k, a),

f
[N−1] ′
l (k, a)= −e2ikaf [N−1] ′

r (k, a), x ∈ R. (3.13)

Since the right-hand side of (3.11) is independent ofx on I , we can evaluate it at
x = a and use (3.13) to see that (i) holds. Next, usingαN;− = e−4κNa/αN;+ and
the first equality in (3.12), forx ∈ R we get

f
[N−1]
l (k,2a − x)+ αN;−f [N−1]

r (k,2a− x)
= αN;−e−2ika[f [N−1]

l (k, x)+ αN;+e4(κN+ik)af [N−1]
r (k, x)

]
. (3.14)

Using (3.14) in (3.1) and (3.2) withj =N , we get (ii). ✷
In the rest of this section, we will expressαN;± in (3.10) in other equivalent

forms, which will be useful in the analysis of our inverse problem.
Without any loss of generality, we may choose our intervalI as(0,1), and in

the rest of this section we will do so. Let us fragment the potentialV [j ] (see below
(2.4) and above (3.1)) asV [j ] = V [j ]

1 + V [j ]
2 + V [j ]

3 , where we have defined

V
[j ]
1 := V [j ]∣∣

(−∞,0), V
[j ]
0 := V [j ]∣∣

(0,1),

V
[j ]
2 := V [j ]∣∣

(1,+∞)
,

(3.15)

and letf [j ]
ls andf [j ]

rs denote the Jost solutions from the left and from the right,

respectively, corresponding to the fragmentV
[j ]
s for s = 0,1,2. Similarly, let

us useT [j ]
s , R[j ]

s , andL[j ]
s for the scattering coefficients corresponding to the
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fragmentV [j ]
s ; in the same way, letT [j ], R[j ], andL[j ] denote the scattering

coefficients corresponding toV [j ]. Since we haveV [N] := V , we will useV0 :=
V

[N]
0 . In case of the nonuniqueness, as seen from Theorem 3.1,V0 is a constant

strictly greater than−κ2
N , andV [N−1]

0 ≡ V0. In that case, we have

f
[N−1]
l (k, x)

=



f

[N−1]
l2 (k, x), x � 1,

E+(k)ei∆x +E−(k)e−i∆x, 0 � x � 1,

f
[N−1]
r1 (−k, x)
T [N−1](k)

+ L[N−1](k)fr1(k, x)

T [N−1](k)
, x � 0,

(3.16)

f [N−1]
r (k, x)

=



f

[N−1]
l2 (−k, x)
T [N−1](k)

+ R[N−1](k)fl2(k, x)

T [N−1](k)
, x � 1,

D+(k)ei∆x +D−(k)e−i∆x, 0� x � 1,

f
[N−1]
r1 (k, x), x � 0,

(3.17)

where we have defined∆ :=
√
k2 − V0. Using the boundary conditions atx = 0

andx = 1 resulting from the continuity off [N−1]
l , f [N−1]

r , f [N−1] ′
l , andf [N−1] ′

r ,
we get

E+(k)= e−i∆

2

[
f

[N−1]
l2 (k,1)− if [N−1] ′

l2 (k,1)/∆
]

= 1

2

[
f

[N−1]
l (k,0)− if [N−1] ′

l (k,0)/∆
]
, (3.18)

E−(k)= ei∆

2

[
f

[N−1]
l2 (k,1)+ if [N−1] ′

l2 (k,1)/∆
]

= 1

2

[
f

[N−1]
l (k,0)+ if [N−1] ′

l (k,0)/∆
]
, (3.19)

D+(k)= 1

2

[
f

[N−1]
r1 (k,0)− if [N−1] ′

r1 (k,0)/∆
]

= e−i∆

2

[
f [N−1]

r (k,1)− if [N−1] ′
r (k,1)/∆

]
, (3.20)

D−(k)= 1

2

[
f

[N−1]
r1 (k,0)+ if [N−1] ′

r1 (k,0)/∆
]

= ei∆

2

[
f [N−1]

r (k,1)+ if [N−1] ′
r (k,1)/∆

]
. (3.21)

In this case, using (3.18)–(3.21) we can writeαN;± given in (3.10) in various
forms such as
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αN;± = −E±(iκN)
D±(iκN)

, (3.22)

αN;± =
e
±
√
κ2
N+V0

[
f

[N−1]
l2 (iκN,1)∓ f [N−1] ′

l2 (iκN ,1)/
√
κ2
N + V0

]
−f [N−1]

r1 (iκN ,0)± f [N−1] ′
r1 (iκN,0)/

√
κ2
N + V0

,

(3.23)

αN;± =
e
∓
√
κ2
N+V0

[
f

[N−1]
l (iκN,0)∓ f [N−1] ′

l (iκN ,0)/
√
κ2
N + V0

]
−f [N−1]

r (iκN ,1)± f [N−1] ′
r (iκN,1)/

√
κ2
N + V0

.

When (i)–(iv) of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied, from (3.16) and (3.17), forx ∈ [0,1]
we get

f
[N−1]
l (iκN, x)+ αN;±f [N−1]

r (iκN, x)

= [
E+(iκN)+ αN;±D+(iκN)

]
e
−
√
κ2
N+V0

+ [
E−(iκN)+ αN;±D−(iκN)

]
e

√
κ2
N+V0,

which, with the help of (3.22), simplifies to

f
[N−1]
l (iκN, x)+ αN;±f [N−1]

r (iκN, x)

= [
E∓(iκN)+ αN;±D∓(iκN)

]
e
±
√
κ2
N+V0, x ∈ [0,1].

Thus, in (3.4) we get

f
[N−1] ′
l (iκN, x)+ αN;±f [N−1] ′

r (iκN, x)

f
[N−1]
l (iκN, x)+ αN;±f [N−1]

r (iκN, x)
= ±

√
κ2
N + V0,

and we see why the two distinctαN;± lead to the same potential on[0,1].
At the end of the proof of Theorem 3.1 we have indicated thatαN;+ �= αN;−

when (i)–(iii) in Theorem 3.1 are satisfied. Next we elaborate on this point by
using the representations ofαN;± given in (3.22).

Proposition 3.3. AssumeV is real valued, belongs toL1
1(R), and hasN bound

states atk = iκj with 0< κ1< · · ·< κN . Consider the scattering data consisting
of one reflection coefficient, knowledge ofV |(0,1), all theN bound-state energies,
and all theN norming constants except for the one corresponding to theN th
bound state. Moreover, suppose thatV |(0,1) andV [N−1]|(0,1) are both equal to
the same constantV0 that is greater than−κ2

N . Then, we have the following:

(i) The quantityE+(iκN)D−(iκN)−E−(iκN)D+(iκN) is nonzero, and hence
D+(iκN) andD−(iκN) cannot simultaneously be zero.
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(ii) If either ofD+(iκN) andD−(iκN) is zero, then the scattering data uniquely
determinesV on R.

(iii) If bothD+(iκN) andD−(iκN) are nonzero, thenαN;+ andαN;− given in
(3.22)are necessarily distinct.

Proof. Using (3.18)–(3.21), we see that

E+(k)D−(k)−E−(k)D+(k)

= i

2
√
k2 − V0

[
f

[N−1]
l (k,0)f [N−1] ′

r1 (k,0)− f [N−1] ′
l (k,0)f [N−1]

r1 (k,0)
]
.

(3.24)

Note that the quantity in the brackets on the right-hand side in (3.24) is nothing
but the Wronskian[fl(k, x);fr1(k, x)] at x = 0. This Wronskian is independent
of x whenx ∈ R− because bothfl(k, x) andfr1(k, x) are solutions of (1.1) for
x ∈ R−. In fact, by using

f
[N−1]
r1 (k,0)= f [N−1]

r (k,0), f
[N−1] ′
r1 (k,0)= f [N−1] ′

r (k,0),

2ik

T [N−1](k)
= [
f [N−1]

r (k, x);f [N−1]
l (k, x)

]
,

we can write (3.24) in the form

E+(k)D−(k)−E−(k)D+(k)= k

T [N−1](k)
√
k2 − V0

,

which implies that

E+(iκN)D−(iκN)−E−(iκN)D+(iκN)= κN

T [N−1](iκN)
√
κ2
N + V0

.

By using an argument similar to that given below (1.6) we getT [N−1](iκN) > 0
and hence (i) holds. From (i) it follows thatE+(iκN) and D+(iκN) cannot
simultaneously vanish; similarly,E−(iκN) andD−(iκN) cannot simultaneously
vanish. Hence,|αN;±| = +∞ if and only ifD±(iκN)= 0. However, there cannot
be a nonuniqueness unlessαN;± are both finite and positive, and thus, we have
proved (ii). Finally, from (3.22) we see thatαN;+ = αN;− would be possible either
whenE+(iκN)D−(iκN)− E−(iκN)D+(iκN)= 0 orD−(iκN)=D+(iκN)= 0,
but this is not possible because of (i).✷

Next, when the assumptions in Proposition 3.3 are satisfied, we will write the
numerators and the denominators in (3.23) by using the scattering coefficients of
V

[N−1]
1 andV [N−1]

2 , and this will enable us to study the signs ofαN;± when those
scattering coefficients are known. Then, in view of Theorem 3.1(iv), we already
know that our scattering data uniquely determinesV unlessαN;± are both finite
and positive.
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SinceV [N−1]
1 is supported inR−,R[N−1]

1 has (see, e.g., [7–13]) a meromorphic
extension fromk ∈ R to k ∈ C+ having its poles exactly coinciding with the poles
of T [N−1]

1 there. Similarly, sinceV [N−1]
2 is supported in(1,+∞), L[N−1]

2 has
a meromorphic extension toC+ having its poles coinciding with the poles of
T

[N−1]
2 there. Thus, we have

f
[N−1]
r1 (iκN,0)= 1+R[N−1]

1 (iκN)

T
[N−1]
1 (iκN)

,

f
[N−1] ′
r1 (iκN,0)= κN 1−R[N−1]

1 (iκN)

T
[N−1]
1 (iκN)

,

f
[N−1]
l2 (iκN,1)= e−κN +L[N−1]

2 (iκN)e
κN

T
[N−1]
2 (iκN)

,

f
[N−1] ′
l2 (iκN,1)= −κN e

−κN −L[N−1]
2 (iκN)e

κN

T
[N−1]
2 (iκN)

.

Let us define

ε± :=
√
κ2
N + V0 ± κN, (3.25)

q1;± := ε±R[N−1]
1 (iκN)+ ε∓, q2;± := ε∓L[N−1]

2 (iκN)+ ε±e−2κN .

(3.26)

Then, from (3.23) we get

αN;± = −e±ε± T
[N−1]
1 (iκN)q2;±
T

[N−1]
2 (iκN)q1;±

. (3.27)

4. Examples

In this section we illustrate the uniqueness and nonuniqueness stated in
Theorem 3.1 with some examples. Without any loss of any generality we use
the interval(0,1) asI . In a typical example we use the fragmentation given in
(3.15). As in (i)–(iii) of Theorem 3.1, we assume thatV0 andV [N−1]

0 are equal
to each other and equal to a constant greater than−κ2

N . Since the scattering data

specified in Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to{V0,N,V
[N−1]
1 ,V

[N−1]
2 , κN }, which is

also equivalent to{V0,N,R
[N−1]
1 ,L

[N−1]
2 , κN }, we use either of these two sets as

our scattering data in our examples. We then use (3.27) to determine the signs of
αN;±. As in (iv) of Theorem 3.1, the nonuniqueness occurs when bothαN;± are
finite and positive. Otherwise, our scattering data uniquely determinesV .
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For the sake of exact analytical calculations, ourV
[N−1]
1 andV [N−1]

2 consist
of constant steps or pieces of Bargmann potentials (recall [5] that a potential is
called a Bargmann potential if the corresponding scattering matrix is a rational
function ofk). Such choices allow us to explicitly and uniquely evaluateV

[N−1]
1

andT [N−1]
1 whenR[N−1]

1 is known, and conversely evaluateR[N−1]
1 andT [N−1]

1

whenV [N−1]
1 is known. Similarly, we are able to explicitly and uniquely evaluate

V
[N−1]
2 and T [N−1]

2 whenL[N−1]
2 is known, and evaluateL[N−1]

2 and T [N−1]
2

whenV [N−1]
2 is known. In our examples, we chooseR[N−1]

1 andL[N−1]
2 in such

a way that the existence inL1
1 of V [N−1]

1 andV [N−1]
2 , respectively, is assured by

the characterization results [1–6] or by the results in Section XVII.3.2 of [5].
WhenV0 is supported on(0,1) and equal to a constant, the corresponding

transmission coefficientT0 and the left reflection coefficientL0 are obtained by
using (1.2), (1.3), (3.16), and (3.17), and we get

1

T0(k)
= eik

[
cos
(√
k2 − V0

)
+ 2k2 − V0

2ik
√
k2 − V0

sin
(√
k2 − V0

)]
, (4.1)

L0(k)

T0(k)
= V0e

ik

2ik
√
k2 − V0

sin
(√
k2 − V0

)
. (4.2)

WhenV0 � 0 we haveN0 = 0, whereN0 denotes the number of bound states of
V0. WhenV0 < 0 we haveN0 � 1, and recall [14] thatN0 is evaluated as the
unique integer satisfying

(N0 − 1)π <
√−V0 �N0π. (4.3)

Recall also that under the shiftV (x) �→ Ṽ (x) := V (x − b), the corresponding
scattering coefficients undergo the changesT̃ (k)= T (k), L̃(k)= e2ikbL(k), and
R̃(k)= e−2ikbR(k). This observation will help us to evaluateR[N−1]

1 andL[N−1]
2

in some of our examples whenV [N−1]
1 andV [N−1]

2 are square-well potentials.
In order to knowN in our examples, we count the number of zeros of

1/T [N−1](iβ) for β ∈ (0,+∞), which is equal toN − 1. For this purpose, we
use the following formula, see, e.g., [15], in order to expressT [N−1](k) in terms
of the appropriate scattering coefficients for the piecesV

[N−1]
1 , V0, andV [N−1]

2 :

1

T [N−1](k)
= 1

T
[N−1]
1 (k)

1

T0(k)

1

T
[N−1]
2 (k)

− R
[N−1]
1 (k)

T
[N−1]
1 (k)

L0(k)

T0(k)

1

T
[N−1]
2 (k)

+ 1

T
[N−1]
1 (k)

L0(−k)
T0(−k)

L
[N−1]
2 (k)

T
[N−1]
2 (k)

− R
[N−1]
1 (k)

T
[N−1]
1 (k)

1

T0(−k)
L

[N−1]
2 (k)

T
[N−1]
2 (k)

. (4.4)
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Recall that we know the set{T [N−1]
1 ,R

[N−1]
1 ,L0, T0,L

[N−1]
2 , T

[N−1]
2 } when

{V [N−1]
1 ,V0,V

[N−1]
2 } is known.

For our examples, it is also helpful to remember, see, e.g., [16], that if
one fragment hasn1 bound states and the other hasn2 bound states, then the
combination of these two fragments has eithern1 + n2 or n1 + n2 − 1 bound
states. This helps us to estimate the number of bound states of the whole potential
in terms of the number of bound states of its fragments. In particular, if none of
the fragments have any bound states, then the total potential does not have any
bound states either.

Example 4.1. Note that in the special caseV0 ≡ 0, from (3.25) we getε+ = 2κN
andε− = 0, and hence (3.27) leads to

αN;+ = −T
[N−1]
1 (iκN)

R
[N−1]
1 (iκN)

1

T
[N−1]
2 (iκN)

,

αN;− = −T [N−1]
1 (iκN)

L
[N−1]
2 (iκN)

T
[N−1]
2 (iκN)

.

(4.5)

Let us choose

V
[N−1]
1 (x)=

{
v1, x ∈ (−1,0),
0, x /∈ (−1,0),

V
[N−1]
2 (x)=

{
v2, x ∈ (1,2),
0, x /∈ (1,2),

wherev1 andv2 are adjustable constant parameters. Whenv1> 0 andv2> 0, we
haveN = 1, and with the help of (4.1), (4.2), and the observation below (4.3), for
anyκ1> 0 we see from (4.5) thatα1;± > 0 and hence the nonuniqueness follows.
When at least one ofv1 andv2 is zero, we see from (4.5) that one ofαN;± is either
zero or infinite, leading to the uniqueness. On the other hand, when at least one of
v1 andv2 is negative, we mostly get the uniqueness.

Example 4.2. In the special caseV [N−1]
1 ≡ 0 andV [N−1]

2 ≡ 0, we haveR[N−1]
1 =

L
[N−1]
2 ≡ 0 andT [N−1]

1 = T
[N−1]
2 ≡ 1; hence, from (3.25)–(3.27) we see that

αN;± = −ε±e±ε∓/ε∓. Thus,αN;± > 0 if and only if−κ2
N < V0< 0. As indicated

in Proposition 3.2(ii), the two potentials corresponding to our data satisfy the
symmetryV (x;αN;+)= V (1− x;αN;−) for x ∈ R. For example, withV0 = −1,
with the help of (4.3) we getN = 2. Using (4.1), we obtainκ1 = 0.43513̄1, where
we use the overline on the last digit to indicate roundoff. Then, as long asκ2> 1,
there are two distinct potentials corresponding to our data. Withκ2 = √

2 so that

α2;± = (
√

2 ± 1)2e−
√

2±1, the graphs of the two resulting potentials are given in
Figs. 1 and 2, from which the symmetry mentioned above is observed.
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Fig. 1. The potentialV (x;α2;+) in Example 4.2 withκ2 = √
2 andα2;+ = (√2+ 1)2e−

√
2+1.

Fig. 2. The potentialV (x;α2;−) in Example 4.2 withκ2 = √
2 andα2;− = (√2− 1)2e−

√
2−1.

Example 4.3. Let

R
[N−1]
1 (k)= e−2ikL

[N−1]
2 (k)= 2

(k + i)(k + 2i)
,

T
[N−1]
1 (k)= T [N−1]

2 (k)= k(k + √
5i)

(k + i)(k + 2i)
,

(4.6)

so thatV [N−1]
1 is supported on(−∞,0) andV [N−1]

2 on(1,+∞). NeitherV [N−1]
1

nor V [N−1]
2 has any bound states, andV [N−1]

1 (x) = V
[N−1]
2 (1 − x) for x ∈ R.

Thus, whenV0 is constant, the potentialV [N−1] has even symmetry with respect
to the pointx = 1/2. Due to that symmetry, when there is a nonuniqueness,
Proposition 3.2 applies and we haveαN;+ = e−2κN /αN;−, andV (x;αN;+) =
V (1− x;αN;−) for x ∈ R. Using (4.6) in (3.27), we get
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αN;± = e±ε∓
V0(κN + 1)(κN + 2)− 2

(√
κ2
N + V0 ∓ κN

)2
2V0 − (κN + 1)(κN + 2)

(√
κ2
N + V0 ∓ κN

)2 , (4.7)

whereε± are the constants defined in (3.25). With the help of (4.4), we can get
N − 1 by counting the number of zeros of 1/T [N−1] on the positive imaginary
axis. We find thatN = 1 whenV0 � −2.16681̄5, N = 2 when −15.548̄ �
V0 < −2.16681̄5, N = 3 when−44.5877̄5 � V0 < −15.548̄, etc. As indicated
in Theorem 3.1(iii), for the nonuniqueness we needV0 + κ2

N > 0. From (4.7)
we see thatαN;± > 0 whenV0 < 0. WhenV0 = 0, we see thatα1;− = 0 while
α1;+ is not finite, and hence we have the uniqueness. WhenV0 > 0, we may
or may not have the nonuniqueness depending on whetherα1;± > 0 or not. For
example, forV0 = 1 we get the nonuniqueness for anyκ1> 0. WhenV0 = 5, we
getα1;± < 0 for κ1 ∈ (0, β0) andα1;± > 0 for κ1> β0, whereβ0 = 4.2659̄7; for
κ1 = β0 we getα1;− = 0 whileα1;+ is not finite. On the other hand, forV0 = 10,
we getα± < 0 for anyκ1> 0. WhenV0 = 1 andκ1 = 1, we show the potentials
V [0](x),V (x;α1;+), andV (x;α1;−) in Figs. 3, 4, 5, respectively.

Example 4.4. Let V [N−1]
2 ≡ 0, V0 = (t2 − 1)κ2

N , wheret is a positive parameter
andN andκN are to be specified. Note that (iii) of Theorem 3.1 is assured because
t > 0. Let us choose

R
[N−1]
1 (k)= −2(k− itκN)

(k + i)(k + 2i)(k+ itκN) ,

T
[N−1]
1 (k)= k(k + √

5i)

(k + i)(k + 2i)
,

so thatV [N−1]
1 is supported onR− and has no bound states. Thus,T

[N−1]
1 (iκN)>0.

Using (3.25)–(3.27) we get

Fig. 3. The potentialV [0](x) in Example 4.3 withV0 = 1.
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Fig. 4. The potentialV (x;α1;+) in Example 4.3 withV0 = 1, κ1 = 1, andα1;+ = 8.8194̄6.

Fig. 5. The potentialV (x;α1;−) in Example 4.3 withV0 = 1, κ1 = 1, andα1;− = 0.015345̄1.

αN;+ = (κN + √
5)e(

√
1+t−1)κN

(1− t)(κN + 3)
,

αN;− = (1− t)(1 + t)κN (κN + √
5)e−(

√
1+t+1)κN

(1+ t)2(κN + 1)(κN + 2)− 2(1− t)2 ,

(4.8)

and henceαN;± > 0 only if t < 1. Therefore, in order to have the nonuniqueness,
we must impose the restrictiont ∈ (0,1). By analyzing the zeros (on the positive
imaginary axis) of 1/T [N−1] given in (4.4), we are able to getN for any specific
value ofκN in our data. For example, ifκN = 1, we find thatN = 1 for t ∈ [t1,1)
andN = 2 for t ∈ (0, t1), wheret1 = 0.7639̄8. For the particular valuesκ2 = 1
andt = 0.5, from (4.8) we obtainα2;+ = 2.0257̄8 andα2;− = 0.020180̄9.
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